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This note is a sequel to the previous one [4], in which regular Lie groups (i.
●            ●

e., Lie groups with the property that the exponential mapping is everywhere

regular) was investigated. Already several researches along the same lines have

been done, and among others the following interesting properties have been found.
●

(As in [4】 in this paper, o可y the丘nite dimensional'and real case is treated, and

令 and G denote a real finite dimensional Lie algebra and a corresponding connected

Lie group respectively.) (i) A regular Lie algebra is solvable [4]. (ii) Let G be
●

a solvable and simply connected Lie group, then exp is surjective if and only if G

is regular [2】 【91 (iii) If G is regular and simply connected then exp is an an-

alytic diffeomorphism of 令 onto G [2] [9].

In K. T. Chen 【1】 it has been noticed that a Lie algebra 令 is nilpotent if

and only if P(X, Y) is a polynomial function where P(X, Y) is defined locally by

expX expF-exp P(X, Y) X, YEq (the so-called Campbell-Hausdorff formula). We

shall prove in section 2 an analogous result that a Lie algebra is regular if and

only if P(X, Y) is an entire function (Theorem 2). The proof is based on the

above result (iii) and the following property due to T. Nono 【8] : the exponential

mapping of q into G is not locally injective or locally surjective at any singular
●                                                                                        ●                                                                     ●                                               ●

point in g (Theorem 1). Section 1 is devoted to another proof of this property.

Finally, in section 3, a particular type of regular Lie algebras is treated.

The author takes this opportunity to express his deep gratitude to Prof. T.

Nono for his kindly leading and valuable suggestions.

ァ1. Local properties of exponential mapping

First of all we recall some de丘nitions and notation.

An element AEq is said to be regular (singular) if the exponential mapping of

令 into G is regular (singular) at the point Ay a is called regular if all XEa are

regular, and G is called regular if ¢ is regular (see 【　Let C(af A) and C(¢　a),

respectively, denote the centralizers of A6a and aEG in a, that is

C(8, A)≡(XE8 I adA(X) -0}

C(令, a)≡(Xea I Ad(a)X-X).

The following criterion for regularity is due to T. Nono ([71 Theorem 1, p.

163).

Lemma 1. An element AEq is regular if and only if C(¢. A)-C(8, exp^4).

From this we have
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Lemma 2. Let A be an arbitrary fixed regular element of缶. Then the general solutions

of the equation

expZ- expA CD

are given by Z-A+X, where X satisfies [A, X] -0 and expX-e (identity element of G).

Proof. From the equation (1) we have Ad(expyl) Z-Ad(expZ)Z-Z. This

means by Lemma 1 that acL4(Z)-0. Put X-Z-A, then obviously [A, X]-0 and

expA-expA expX therefore expX-e. The converse is obvious.

Lemma 3. There exists a symmetric convex open neighborhood U of 0 in ¢ with the

following property. For any element A in合, let R(A) and S(A) respectively denote the sets

of all regular elements and all singular elements in the neighborhood A+ U of A. Then

(i) expR(A) [expS(X)-¢,

(ii) The restriction of the exponential mapping to R(A) is an analytic diffeomorphism

of R(A) onto expR(A).

Proof. It is possible to select a symmetric convex open neighborhood U of 0

in ¢ such that if X62Uand X≠O then expX=≠e. Then such a U satisfies the assertion

of this lemma. In fact, for any two elements Zl-A+Xu Z2-A+X2 inA-¥-U, where

Zx is regular and Zl=｣Z2, we have Z2-Zl+(J･2-^0> -^2-XxE2U hence from Lemma

2　expZiT^expZ-,. This means the above lemma.

Remark. If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group then this property holds

globally, that is, for U-q ([2】 Theorem 2, p. 119).

Now, we recall some definitions. A mapping / of a topological space E into a

topological space F is said to be locallyinjective at apoint a in E, if there exists a
●

neighborhood U of a in E such that/is injective on U, and/ is said to be locally

surjective at a point a in E, if for every neighborhood U of ain E, f(U) is aneigh-

borhood of /(a) in F. As mentioned above, the following property is due to T.

Nono ([8] Theorem 1, p. 318), but the proof in this paper di庁ers somewhat from

the original one.
●     ●

Theorem 1. Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, and A be a singular

element in ¢. Then the exponential mapping of g into G is not locally injective or locally

surjective at A.

Proof. The following proof that exp is not locally injective at A was shown
●                                                                       ●                                                   ●

in [7], p. 164. From Lemma 1 there exists an element Y6C(a, expA)-C(鍔, A), for

such a Y the non-trivial curve A(t)-exp (tadY)A (t: real parameter) is mapped
●

on the single point exp^4 by exp.
●                                                 ●

We shall now prove that exp is notlocally surjective at A. Let U be an open

neighborhood of 0 in g which satisfies the assertion of Lemma 3, and let W be a

neighborhood of A in　¢ such that its closure Wis contained in A+U and for

some to, A(to)E(A+｣/)-W. Then we can select a sequence {Xn) of regular elements

in (A+U)- W, which converges to A(t^. The sequence {expXM} obviously converges

to exp^4(/o)-expA On the other hand, the sets W and [Xn] are disjoint and both
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contained in the neighborhood A+Uof A in ¢ moreover {Xn}⊂RCA), therefore from

Lemma 3 follows that exsW〔exppfM}-¢　These last two facts show that exp

W is not a neighborhood of exp^l in G, that is, exp is not locally surjective at
●

A.

含2. A characterization of regularity

The mam result in this note is

Theorem 2. Let G be a real connected Lie group with Lie algebra ¢　A necessary and

sufficient condition for ¢ to be regular is the existence of an analytic function PCX, Y)

defined for all (X, Y) 6qX8 such that jP(0, 0)-0 and

expX expY-exp P(X, Y)　for X, Y6q.

Proof. By analyticity (see 【3] Lemma 4.3, p. 228) this theorem is equivalent

to the existence of a global analytic function P(X, Y) for which (2) is equal to the

Campbell-Hausdorff formula on a neighborhood of (0, 0) in gx　(This means also

that P(X, Y) is uniquely determined only depending on the Lie algebra ¢.)

First suppose ¢ is regular. Then the exponential mapping of ¢ into the corre-
1W                                                                                                                                -′V

spondmg simply connected Lie group G is an analytic di∬eomorphism of 令 onto G

([2] Theorem 2, p. 119 and [9] Theorem 1, p. 7). Hence the existence of P(X, Y)

is obvious, that is, P(X, y)-(exp)~1(expX exp7).

Conversely suppose that there exists an analytic function P(X, Y) which

satisfies the identity (2). Then by analyticity P(X, 0)…X for all JSTEfl, therefore

for an arbitrary fixed X｡ in ¢ and any given neighborhood Uof X｡ in s we can
●

select a neighborhood W of Oin 令 such thatP(XQ, Y)EU for every YEW. For such

a W we have expXo expWczexpC/, which implies exp is locally surjective at..Xof
●                                             ●

Thus, due to Theorem 1, 令 must be regular.

ァ3. Split Lie algebras

Lemma 4. Letりbe a subalgebra of a Lie algebra 令 If an element A印is regular in

¢ then A is regular in lj. In particular if ¢ is regular then lj is regular.

This is easily seen from the following general property (see also 【3] p. 103

(1)). Let 〟 and iV be analytic manifolds and ◎ be an analytic mapping of 〟 into

N. Let Sbe a submanifold of M (【3】 p. 23) and a be a pointin 5. If ◎: M->Nis

regular at α　then the restriction of ◎ to g is regular at仇(From [6] Theorem

1, p. 116 this lemma is also obvious.)

Definition. A real square matrix A is called split if A has all its eigenvalues

real.

Lemma 5. Let I be a real linear Lie algebra. If every XEl is split then t is regular.

This follows from the above lemma and the following fact (see [61). Let

81(/i, R) be the real general linear Lie algebra, then AEqIQi, R) is regular if and

only if Xh-Xk≠2nim L k.-l, 2,-, n(m is any non･zero integer) where Au　-,蝣-/サare
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the eigenvalues of A.
●

Definition. A real Lie algebra g is called split if for any X6g adX is split.

Remark. Split is called a racines rielles in M. Saito 【10】.

Proposition 1. A split Lie algebra is regular.

This is a special case of the above referred property [61 Theorem 1, p. 116.

Theorem 3. Let I be a r占al linear Lie algebra. If every Xel is split then I is split.

Proof. Let 1(ォ, if) denote the linear Lie algebra of all real upper triangular

matrices of order n. Then i(n, i?) is split as is shown below. In general, any

subalgebra of a split Lie algebra is split, so this theorem follows from the next

proposition.

Let肌be a given set of real square matrices of order n. An interesting

question is now: when can邪be simultaneously triangularized, i. e., exists there

a real regular matrix P such that for every XE邪　P~lXP is an upper triangular

matrix? If 9JI has this property, then the smallest linear Lie algebra I(肌) contain-

ing肌has the same property, hence any X61(班) is split. The converse also holds

because of Lemma 5 and Lie's theorem (see also the property (i) in introduction).

Therefore we have

Proposition 2. With the notation above, DJl is simultaneously triangularized if and only

if every Xel(那) is split.

A real split Lie algebra is analogous to a complex solvable Lie algebra in

the following sence (see [2] Corollary, p. 121).

Corollary. A real Lie algebra ¢ is split if and only if there exists a sequence

8-g｡⊃91⊃･･･⊃打n_1⊃0ォ- {O}　　(n-dim ¢)

where 令 is an ideal in ¢ and dim Qr-n-r (1≦r≦n)･

The proof is obvious from Proposition 2.

We shall conclude with an example. (For notation the reader is referred to

51.)

Example. Let L be a real semi-simple Lie algebra and let L-R′+LS denote an

Iwasawa decomposition ([5] p. 527). Then R'is split.

Proof. Comparing the direct sums L-R′+L5 and L-2?-fI/｡ (where L and L'｡
_/■ヽヽ_一一■ヽ〈            ヽノ~ヽ-′~

denote the complexifications of L and L'o respectively), it is easily seen that

dim^i?'-dimcjR. Hence R is the complexification of R'. On the other hand, for any

xER', ad^A: is expressed as a lower triangular matrix with a real diagonal in terms

of the ordered basis

/*!,�"�"-, hni eα, eβ　*.ォ*　　　α<β< -<p

of R. These facts show R! is split.

For instance, consider the special linear Lie algebra酎(ォ, if). Then we have

an Iwasawa decomposition　釦(ォ, K)-創(/i, JR)+o(/i), where別O, K) denotes the set

of all real upper triangular matrices of order nwith trace 0, and o(/i) denotes

the set of all real skew-symmetric matrices of order n. From this we see that
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ァt(ォ, R) is split, and the direct sum of any two split Lie algebras is obviously

split sol(n, R) is split. (This fact is also seen by a direct calculation.)
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